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Abstract
This paper describes a new information
visualization technique for web site mapping. It can
be used especially for the display of very large web
sites in a 2-dimensional space. Our strategy is to
optimize the drawing of trees in a geometrical plane
and maximize the utilization of display space by
allowing more nodes and links to be displayed at a
limit screen resolution. To enable the exploration of
large web site-maps, we use a modified semantic
zooming technique to view the detail of a particular
part of the hierarchy at a time based on user's
interest. Layout animation is also provided to
preserve the mental map while the user is exploring
the hierarchy by changing zoomed views.
Keywords: Web Site Mapping, Information
Visualization, Graph Drawing, Space Optimized.
1. Introduction
As the amount of information on the Internet
has grown rapidly for just a last few years, web
sites have become much larger and more
complex. Accompany with that, the lack of
structure at both the inter-document and intra-
document levels produces great challenges for
information discovery. In order to overcome this
problem, web designers apply a technique
commonly known as web site mapping where
user can gain an overview of the content and
structure of a website to find particular
information. There are many existing web site
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mapping techniques that can be summarized into
three main categories: hierarchical mapping,
graphical or mesh mapping and three-
dimensional mapping.
• Hierarchical mapping. Hierarchical
mapping [2] uses parent-child format to
show the site structure. In this technique, the
lower hierarchy displays further detail of the
above hierarchies. Thank to its simplicity,
naturalism and easy understanding,
hierarchical mapping is used popularly in
web sites of most of organization. SiteTree
[8J, MAPA [9]. and WebAnalyzer ring map
[9J are good examples of using hierarchical
mapping for web site mapping.
• Graphical or mesh mapping. Graphical or
.Mesh Mapping [2] organizes the contents of
a web site in a 2D space through nodes and
edges. In this technique, a web page is
represented as a node and relationship of
pages is showed by edges. There are several
good algorithms in graph visualization that
are highly applicable in web site mapping
such as radial view [1. 4J. balloon view [1.
6J and hyperbolic browser [1. 5J and
WebOFDAV [1, 10J. However, only
WebOFDAV and hyperbolic browser are
highly applicable for visualizing'1!rge and
very large hierarchies.
WebOFDAV [1, 10] is a new approach for
visualizing large sitemaps. This technique
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uses clustering approach to display a portion
of information at a time. However, clustering
property also prevents user from achieving
entirely images of the sites (see Figure 1).
Hyperbolic browser is a new technique
developed by Lamping and Rao [5]. This
layout technique constructs trees in
hyperbolic plane and then maps that structure
into ordinary Euclidean plane. The algorithm
produces nice tree visualization in side a disc
and it is quite applicable for visualizing
entirely large hierarchies. There are several
implementations are available at Inxight-
Xerox'. In spite of being a good layout
technique, hyperbolic browser does not use
entirely rectangular space to display
information but only the area within the
internal disc (see Figure 2). It also produces a
large portion of the unused display space.
• Three dimensional mapping. Three-
dimensional mapping [2] organizes the
contents of a web site in a 3D space. The
technique attempts to take advantages of 3
dimensional properties such as presenting
better look and feel of the space, displaying
more information in available space, etc.
Cone trees [1, 6] is a good example of a
graph visualization technique in 3D space
(see Figure 3). However, three-dimensional
mapping technique also requires much more
expensive calculation compared to other
techniques that is only applicable to powerful
machines. As a result, this limits the
popularity of this technique on the web.
1.2. Space-optimized tree visualization
Although many graphical or mess mapping
visualization techniques have been developed for
dealing with web site mapping, there are only
few are good candidates considering the issue of
optimizing display space in the layouts design.
This paper presents a new technique of
graphical or mesh mapping for web site mapping.
Similar to tree-maps [1, 3], we also use area
division to define the layout of subtrees. This
1 http://www.inxighl.com!
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Figure 2. An example of Hyperbolic Browser
.•.... Unused SpacGiIr
Figure 3. An example of Cone Trees
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ensures the 100% efficiency of space utilization.
On the other hand, we still use a node-link
diagram (as graphical or mesh mapping
techniques do) to show the hierarchy
relationships of information. This improves
dramatically the clarity of the data structure.
Our strategy is to optimize the drawing of trees
in a geometrical plane and maximize the
utilization of display space by allowing more
nodes and links to be displayed at a limit screen
resolution. In order words, we attempt to present
entirely the web site structures at the screen
resolution. We use either the enclosure to
partition the display space into a collection of
geometrical areas assigned to all nodes for the
display of their subtrees, and node-link diagrams
to show the relational structure. We take
advantages of two approaches, the enclosure and
the connections. To enable the exploration of
large website hierarchies, we use a modified
semantic zooming + filtering technique [1, 2, 7]
to move a detailed view of a particular area of
hierarchy around based on user's interest Layout
animation is also provided to preserve the mental
map-while the user is exploring the hierarchy by
changing zoomed views. Figure 4 and 5 are
respectively examples of our techniques for small
and very large web site.
Section 2 describes technical specifications of
our technique including the detail of space-
optimized tree layout, navigation and interaction,
and animation. Session 3 is our future work and
conclusion.
2. Technical specification
We assumed that structure of a website is
simplified as a rooted tree. We now review the
terminologies that are used in our technique.
2.1. Terminology
A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A rooted
tree consists of a tree T and a distinguished
vertex r of T. The vertex r is called the root of T.
In other words, T can be viewed as a directed
acyclic graph with all edges oriented away from
the root. If (JJ, 11 is a directed edge in T,we then
say u is the father of vand v is a child of u. A
leaf is a vertex with no children. If T contains a
Figure 4. An example of Space-Optimized Tree
Visualization for a small web site
(approximately 80 pages)
Figure 5. An example of Space-Optimized Tree
Visualization for a very large web site
(approximately 55000 pages)
vertex v, then the subtree T( 11 rooted at v is the
subgraph induced by all vertices on paths
originating from v. We also use a node to
represent a vertex v with its displaying
properties. This terminology is mainly mentioned
in display session. .."
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A geometrical local region of the vertex v in T
is defined as a convex polygon P(v), that
contains the drawing of a subtree T( v) and a
directed edge (14v) where p is the father of v. A
wedge wg(v), in our implementation, is defined
by a vertex u, a line 1 goes through that u, and a
clock-wise angle a(v); where p is the father of v
(see Figure 6). Thus we have wg(v) = {p, I.
a(v)}. A weight w(v) is a integer value that
associated with a vertex yin T.
Figure 6. A wedge wg(v)
2.2. Geometrical layout
The geometrical drawing D(T) of a tree T is
responsible for the positioning of a set of
vertexes {r, Vlo Vb •••• v,J and the computation of
local regions P(vJ, P(v1Y, ... , P(v.) for the
drawing of subtrees T(vJ, T(v1Y, ... , T(v.) in a
2D plane.
Each vertex 11is bounded by a polygon P(vJ.
The area of P(vJ is equal to the total areas of
local regions of its children. The drawing of a
subtree T(v) is restricted within the area of P(vJ.
Figure 7 A drawing of subtree T(vJ rooted at 11
is calculated based on the properties of 11and its
boundary P(vJ. We firstly define the local region
per) for root r as the entire display area, and the
position of root r is at the center of per). Then,
all local regions P(vd, P(v1Y, ... , P(v,J are
calculated recursively as described below:
Suppose that we want to calculate the region
P(vJ ofthe subtree T(v) rooted at 11which has k
children {11,11+/,... , 11+k./}.
• We firstly calculate local regions P(vJ,
P(I1+J), ... , P(I1+k.J) for the children {11.I1+b
.··.I1+k./}.
• We then calculate positions of {v; 11+10
...• 11+k.dthat are inside their local regions
P(vJ, P(I1+/), ... , P(I1+k.d·
• We repeat the above calculation to all
subtrees from the top to the bottom of the
tree hierarchy and it stops when all leaves of
the tree are reached.
• We technically ignore the layout calculations
for those subtrees when local regions of these
subtrees are too small to be displayed by the
current screen resolution.
• We eventually get P(v) = P(vJ u P(I1+J,
...,uP(I1+k-/)
Weight calculation. We assign a weight w(v) to
each vertex 11for the calculation of the local
region P( v) in relatively to its father. A weight is
a integer value that is associated with a vertex in
T. We have a set of weights {w(vJ. w(v1Y•...•
w( v,J} associated with the vertex set Iv» V]•
...• v,J in T.This set can be calculated recursively
from leaves in the following rules:
• If 11is a leaf, its weight is w(v) = 1





Where C is a constant (0 < C < 1). and w(v/+J is
• the weight assigned to r child of 11.
Constant C is a vector that determines the
difference between the weight of a vertex and
their children. In other words, the larger the C's
value is, the bigger the difference oflocal regions
between vertexes with more descendants and
vertexes with fewer descendants. We apply a
constant C = 0.6 in our prototype system..
Wedge calculation. We use wedges to find
positions of vertexes and calculate the local
regions for these vertexes.
Suppose that a vertex 11has k children (11.11+/•
..., l1+k.tllocated in a local region P('fib. We want
to divide P(v) into sub-regions P(v). P(11+d•...•
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P(V,+k-JJ for the drawings of subtrees T(yJ.
T(V,+I), ...• T(V,+k_J).
A sub-region P(v,+",} of the mth child of 11
consists of a wedge wg(v,+",} and one (or more)
cutting edges (boundaries) cut by other higher
level local regions in the drawing.
A wedge is defined as wg( vJ+nJ= {VI> 1.
a(v,.."J}, where 11 is the father of v,+•• and 1 is a
straightline going through 11 that determines two
boundaries of P(v,+",}.
The angle a(v,+",} of the wedge wg(v,+"J of the




Where A is a constant (A = 36rJ') and w(v,+} is
the weight associated with vertex v,+j'
We repeat the above calculation to get a set of
wedges (wg(vl). w(vz), ...• w(v,J} associated with
every vertex in tree T. These wedges determine
the area division of local regions.
Figure 7 shows an example of dividing v/s
local region into 4 sub-regions for its children
{V,+I, V,+1,V,+3,V,+4}'Local regionP(vJ of v; is a
pentagon and (a(Vi+J, a(v,+z). a(v,+.J, a(v,+4Y}
are respectively the angles of wedges (wg(v,+J,
wg(v,+z). wg(v,+.J, wg(v,+.J}. Figure 8 is an
example of area division ofa data set.
Vertex position. The position of a vertax VI+•• is
computed after the calculation of local region
P(VI+",}' We need to find out a point P in the
boundary of P(v/+"J that the straightline
connecting P and the father vertex V, divides
P(VI+",} into two areas of the same size. We then
choose the position of the VI+•• in the midpoint of
the line (see Figure 9).
2.2 Navigation and interaction
To be able to explore very large web sites with
detailed viewing, we use a modified semantic
zooming technique [1, 2, 7] to display the detail
of a particular part of the hierarchy based on
user's interest at a time. When selected by a
mouse click, a node in visualization moves
forward to the position of the root. AU its
...··...·a
Local Region PfVr) =
P('I\+ 1/ V P(v,;,21\I p(v,+:.!v P('I\+~
Figure 7. An example of dividing VI'S local
region into children's local region of 4., . ...'·A.-O .. /'<::\ ",J' /. \./ / .;.. ,~ ! • • / /
•.\ ••.•./ ~A.:"
\ : . \. '..! .---- -.•..-e. \' •. \"-"../;\ '. \ '.' .. ' \,•..~ ':.•---. ,'~. . '.~." '.."'\{-."
./.\ .. 1··-, "'\.. ~ ...•
•• '0. \.. '.
Figure 8. An example of area division of a data




Area of ABCP = Area of AEDP-Figure 9. An example of positioning ofa vertex
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ancestors and siblings are ignored except a few
ancestors are kept as a history path for the
tracking of navigation. The local region of a
selected node now expands to the entire display
area. In other words, during the navigation, we
only visualize the subtree of selected node and a
history path (including the root). This viewing
technique requires the recalculation of positions
of all vertexes in a subtree at a time in
corresponding to a mouse click (see Figure 10).
As same as the area division where a child's
area is always smaller than its father, we also
apply this rule to our viewing technique. The size
of nodes and the width of edges we choose are
proportional to their levels in the hierarchy. In
order words, the closer to the root, the larger of
nodes and the wider of edges are. This rule
improves the clarity of the presentation of tree
hierarchies.
As mentioned above, a history path is created
for going backward purpose. The path displays
orderly all direct-ancestors of the selected node.
We assign different graphic properties to these
ancestors to distinguish them from the normal
nodes for the enhancement of clarity.
2.3 Animation
The animation is involved in order to preserve
mental map when view changes. This is a real
challenge because our technique focuses on
visualizing very large hierarchies. The expensive
computation of big data set (more than 10000
nodes) might disrupt smooth animation.
Therefore, we only apply animation to those
nodes that are visible in the screen resolution. As
a result, the number of nodes need to be involved
in animation is reduced dramatically to from a
few tens up to a few hundreds. In addition,
during the animation period, edges are drawn and
calculated with a minimal width. This also
decreases remarkably the animation cost.
When a node is selected, all siblings and
ancestors of this node are blurring away
gradually while the selected node moves to its
father's position. During that movement, all
descendants of the selected node will smoothly
move to and occupy the space of selected node's
father. The animation stops when the selected
node reaches the root position (the center of the
display area).
3. Conclusion and future work
Space-optimized tree visualization is an
effective and efficient web site mapping
technique for visualizing large and very large
web sites. This layout algorithm can draw the
entire structure of web sites at the limit screen
resolution. The property of attempting to display
maximal numbers of web pages helps user to
easily understand the entire structure of the site.
This web site mapping technique also allows the
viewer to navigate and zoom any particular
session of the large web site structure in
cooperating with our modified semantic zooming
technique.
We are currently investigating on new
animation algorithms to find out the one that is
most suitable for the space-optimized tree
visualization. Another improvement over the
original layout is also being implemented. This
algorithm uses area approach to define a node
boundary based on its weight instead of wedge
angle. We also investigate on new viewing
techniques that can keep the global view of the
entire tree structures while a detailed view of a
part of the tree can be displayed during the
navigation.
We have presented our space-optirnized tree
technique for visualizing web site mapping large
hierarchies. Although our work is not completed
yet, we believe that this technique will become a
• valuable web site mapping tool for visualizing
. large web sites.
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Figure 10. An example when a node is selected
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